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Recognised best practice to hand
when and where you need it
Our Executive Summary Builder:
✔
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Helps you create powerful documents in 30 minutes
Encourages you to engage, share with and learn from
the customer
Supports you in working more effectively with your sales team
Puts best practice and training into action
Aids you every step of the way with prompts and guidance

Learn about APMP member discounts

Visit our stand or www.shipleywins.co.uk/technology/APMP

The technology arm of Shipley Limited

Richard Bannon
Chief Executive Officer
APMP UK Chapter

welcome

and ceo review
Welcome to another great UK Conference with
an exciting line up of speakers. We have again
had a very busy APMP year both internationally
and on the home front with some noteworthy
achievements. While for many members the
annual UK Conference is the most visible
manifestation of the UK Board’s efforts, I’d like
to use this opportunity to thank them for all
their hard work over the past year. We have had
some truly amazing results. These results were
recognised at the International conference with
our Chapter again being awarded the Stephen
P Shipley Award for Chapter of the Year, for the
third consecutive year.

Nic Adams is now the COO and will take up the
position of International CEO next year while Ken
Erskine is approaching the end of his first year
with another year to serve.
Nic has been the Chapter Finance Director
for many years and under his stewardship the
Chapter has gained a healthy financial position.
We are now in the position to be able to invest in
appropriate special projects that return benefit
our members. We continue with projects to
enhance member benefits such as the members’
only area for the website and additional special
events such as practitioner workshops. Ideas
for additional projects are always welcome
(specialprojects@apmpuk.co.uk).

On the International scene
A record number from the UK attended the
international conference in Seattle this year where
Rita Mascia, our Certification Director, presented
Achieving Practitioner Certification in a Week.
Rita is repeating her presentation for us on the
afternoon of Day-1.

As Immediate Past CEO of our Chapter, Ken
Erskine published our first Chapter Annual Report
in June and continues to work on developing the
Chapter Governance. The publishing of an annual
report is part of our journey of openness to
ensure you, the members, have visibility in to how
your Board is both financially and managerially
accountable.

Two members of the UK Chapter Board are also
members of the International Board of Directors.
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We have had another bumper year for
membership growth. With a 19% increase from
1,272 to 1,517, this is good progress towards our
3-year strategic goal of 2K members.
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Our Membership Director, Martin Kaye, has
improved membership management and
been especially diligent in seeking corporate
members. Certification under Rita continues to
thrive and to be a valued aspect of membership.
All places on the pre-conference Foundation and
Practitioner workshops sold out well before the
day.
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A great initiative this year has been the
commencement of work towards an APMP
accredited apprenticeship scheme. Earlier
this year our Apprenticeship Director, Amanda
Nuttall and her team secured Trailblazer
status for the Bid and Proposal Coordinator
apprenticeship role. The team are now working
on the implementation details which will be
published next year. This is another great
example of raising the profile of our profession.

About the APMP ......................................... 56
APMP Membership.................................... 58
APMP Certification ..................................... 59
Apprenticeships........................................... 60
APMP UK Events........................................... 62

Thanks to our Events Team and local volunteer
organisers, by the end of the year we will have
held a record number of events across the
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country, from the South West of England to
Scotland. In London events are now selling out
in a matter of hours. As a result of this success
we need more space. Offers of large (80+) rooms
for these events, especially in London, would be
most welcome (contact events@apmpuk.co.uk).

I am pleased to welcome Christina Lewellen, Vice
President Business Development & Operations
for APMP International to our Conference.
Nic and Christina will be providing an APMP
International update on Day-1.
I recommend you take advantage of the next
two days to see where your fellow professionals
are taking our business of winning new work
and take something away to help your business
hone the edge. It is definitely a time for learning
new skills, challenging the norms and innovating
for success. Good luck for the coming year and I
hope to see you back in 2016.

As one part of his role as Marketing Director, you
can thank Jon Darby for all those “goodies” you
received on arriving at conference. Jon has also
just commenced an exciting project to enhance
the profile of both your Chapter and profession
in the UK, more on this later.
Finally thanks to Chris Milburn, Conference
Director for putting together another exciting
line-up of speakers with some truly game
changing ideas.
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Defining success
since 1969. (noun)

]

1 Well-known for our reprographics and digital print solutions,
but we do so much more for our clients
2 Offer a range of bespoke services, including: Bespoke Bid &
Tender Boxes, Presentation Support, Graphic & Digital Design, Web
Design, 3D Design & Printing, Mobile & Tablet Applications, Exhibition
Stands, Brochure Printing, Bespoke Folders, Packaging Design, Vinyl
Graphics, Signage, BIM Consultancy, Digital Animations, Augmented
& Virtual Reality, Roller Banners, Plan Printing, Managed Print Rooms
On-Site, Digital Archiving
3 We're unique: Others just copy…

We have been designing, managing, programming, wrapping, installing, researching,
formatting, automating and producing projects of all kinds.
Discover what is possible through working with us.

020 7487 1282 | Digital@HobsRepro.com | HobsRepro.com | @HobsRepro

Christina Lewellen
APMP Vice President of Business Development and Operations
Christina Lewellen joined APMP in June this year
to serve as the association’s newly created role
of Vice President of Business Development and
Operations.

her extensive media background to help APMP with
story placement in national, international and business
trade press. She joins APMP with a diverse career
in both the association and corporate sector, most
recently in a similar position with the National Court
Reporters Association (NCRA) in Vienna, Virginia, USA.

In addition to developing new programs to increase
APMP’s corporate memberships, Christina will utilize

Rick Harris
APMP, Executive Director
One of the accomplishments that our APMP
International team is most proud of is how we have
expanded our membership footprint throughout
the world. It took APMP 22 years to reach 3,300
members. It has taken us only four to nearly
double that number to its current count of 6,400
members.

the world faster than it is in the United States. With
new chapters in India, South Korea and Japan, APMP is
adding members outside of the U.S. at an impressive
rate.
The growth rate is so healthy that if it follows the same
pattern, in 2017 there will be more bid professionals
internationally than in the United States.

APMP’s growth internationally is remarkable. For
example, your own APMP UK chapter has grown
by over 200 percent over the last four years due to
Corporate Memberships, outstanding events and a
willingness for volunteers to set and accomplish goals.

Thanks to your work, your membership and your
confidence in your association, APMP is able to
do more internationally. We’re especially excited
for APMP’s COO (and incoming CEO) to tell you
more about how APMP International will offer its
international Chapters more services than ever before.

Thanks to business strategies and outstanding
offerings, APMP membership is growing throughout
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TRAINING
SCHEDULE
Time

Endeavour Room

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00

Executive
Summaries: Best
Practice Techniques
Run by Jon Williams,
Strategic Proposals

11:30

Tuesday 20th October

Atlantis 1
APMP Practitioner
“Quick Start”
Workshop
APMP Practitioner
“Completion”
Workshop

Atlantis 2
Best Practice
Techniques:
Capture Planning
Run by Cathy Day,
Shipley Ltd

Discovery 1
APMP
Foundation
Level
Run by Shipley
Ltd

12:00
Lunch: 12.30 – 1.30 for all attendees

12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30

Red Team Reviews:
Best Practice
Techniques
Run by Jon Williams,
Strategic Proposals

16:00
16:30

APMP Practitioner
“Quick Start”
Workshop
APMP Practitioner
“Completion”
Workshop

Best Practice
Techniques:
Storyboarding
Run by Cathy Day Shipley Ltd

APMP
Foundation
Level
Run by Shipley
Ltd

17:00
17:30
18:00
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Time

Main Stage:
Discovery 1 & 2

Wednesday 21st October
Speak Schedule Day One

Endeavour

Atlantis

Discovery 1

Andy Hammond
Marginal gains, big
wins

Peter McPartland
Challenge, energise
& inspire

Mark Relf
Visioneering to win

Lianne Gray
Bidding in the real
world

Rita Mascia
Becoming an APMP
Practitioner within
seven days

Fela Hughes
Thank you for your
input – honestly!

08:00 onwards Delegate Registration
08:45 - 09:00

First Time Delegates’
Welcome

09:00 - 09:15

Delegate Energiser
Pete Morris,
Conference MC

09:15 - 09:30

Introduction &
Welcome
Richard Bannon,
APMP UK CEO

09:30 - 11:00

Keynote Speaker
AP “Tony” McCoy OBE

11:00 - 11:30

Networking & refreshments in exhibitor hall

11:30 - 12:45

Alex King
Steven Coles &
Competitive intelligence: Darrell Woodward
signals and noise
How to automate
proposals and
influence people

12:45 - 14:00

Networking & lunch in restaurant

14:00 - 15:15

David Gollancz
What you need to
know about public
procurement law

15:15 - 15:45

Networking & refreshments in exhibitor hall

15:45 - 17:00

Harriet Heneghan
The psychology of
selling

17:00 - 17:15

Association Update
APMP International:
Nic Adams /
Christina Lewellen

17:15 - 17:30

APMP Apprenticeships
Amanda Nuttall

17:30 - 17:40

Wrap up and close

19:00 - 19:30

Pre dinner drinks in exhibitor hall

19:30 - 24:00

Black Tie Award Dinner
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Time

Main Stage:
Discovery 1 & 2

08:00 onwards

Delegate Registration

08:45 - 09:00

Thursday 22nd October
Speak Schedule Day Two

Endeavour

Atlantis

First Time
Delegates’
Welcome

09:00 - 09:15

Delegate Energiser
Pete Morris,
Conference MC

09:15 - 10:00

Keynote Speaker
Richard Fallon
(Communicate Now)

10:00 - 11:15

Richard Fallon
Communicating
effectively when the
heat is on
(Breakout workshop)

11:15 - 11:45

Networking & refreshments in exhibitor hall

11:45 - 13:00

Chris Colquitt
Making messages stick

13:00 - 14:00

Networking & lunch in restaurant

14:00 - 15:30

Mark Whelan &
Sarah Hinchliffe
Karen Althen
Ethos, Pathos, Logos
OMG proposals – “Totes
Amazeballs”

15:30 - 15:45

Networking & refreshments in exhibitor hall

15:45 - 17:15

Keynote Speaker
James Naughtie

17:15 - 17:30

Wrap up and close
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Jon Williams
Ten steps to
proposal excellence

Greg Bowie
Transferring your
bidding skills to a
new sector

Bill Foster
Conquering the
100% bid

Tony Birch
Sharpening your
strategy

Baskar Sundaram
Build a £1bn
revenue pipeline in
28 days

Vaughan Bruton
Building the bid
function from
nothing
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CONFERENCE

CAPTURE ASSISTANCE •
TENDER MANAGEMENT & EVALUATION •
EXPERT PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT •
WHITE PAPERS & VENTURE CAPITAL PAPERS •
SUPERIOR GRAPHICS DEVELOPMENT •
CAPTURE & PROPOSAL TRAINING •

BID AND TENDER SUPPORT
Globally Mobile Proposal Development Expertise
We are looking for the best proposal
expert talent the UK has to offer.

visit

salentis.com
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APMP
Visit our stand to find out about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

APMP Membership Benefits
Becoming a Certified Proposal
Professional
Our Meetings and Events
Hosting a Monthly APMP UK Event
Speaking at an Event
Supporting the APMP UK

The APMP UK organisation is run entirely
by volunteers and welcomes any additional
help.
Please visit our stand if you would like to
learn more on how you can get involved.
www.apmpuk.co.uk
conference@apmpukconf.co.uk
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Contracts Advance

These days, bid teams are stretched to the max,
and it’s getting tougher to make a real impression
when your document lands on the evaluator’s
desk.

Bid Managers – time is short and pressure is high
with never-ending bid spikes, deadlines and
competing demands. At Contracts Advance, we’ll
not promise a silver bullet, but we will guarantee
marginal and at times significant gains

Imagine if you had a dedicated team of graphic
design and print experts on hand, to take the full
production process from design to delivery, and
give your bid the edge it needs to be successful?
Now you have.

“CA has saved our team hours of time”
Supporting you and your team across the bid
spectrum, starting with timely and accurate
notification of relevant tenders, both current and
advance and minimising the white noise while
ensuring you never miss a relevant contract.

Callprint offers a nationwide bid service for design,
printing, binding and delivery of your document.
With over 20 years’ experience, we understand the
specific issues facing your bid team. This is why we
offer 24-hour turnaround, full consultancy, and a
flexible, proactive and reliable nationwide service.

The next generation tracker service, superseding
your legacy products and processes and
supporting your business development function
refine strategic and proactive approaches.

We know you need to have a team on hand to
respond quickly, producing eye-catching, highquality documents that make your proposal stand
out from your competitors. Our skilled designers
and print specialists will work with you from initial
concept through to final production to give your
bid the edge.

And because we are powered by 7House, you’ll
be backed by a team who have sat in your shoes,
delivering our clients, niche SME to global blue
chip, innovative approaches which help them win
business.
“(thanks for) lots of new ideas surrounding the
bid management process that we are now in the
processes of implementing”

You never get a second chance, to make a first
impression. We’ll make sure that first impression
counts.

Contracts Advance – making your life that little bit
easier…

www.callprint.co.uk
msmith@callprint.co.uk
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The Hobs Group

PleaseTech Ltd

From its origins in Liverpool in 1969, Hobs
Reprographics has become the biggest, most
successful independent printing company in
Britain and Europe, with 330 staff in 29 centres.

PleaseTech’s solutions vastly improve proposal
reviews by enabling documents to be co-authored
and reviewed by multiple participants at the
same time within a collaborative, controlled
environment–saving critical hours in the
production of effective proposals.

The company’s reputation is built on two key
principles: excellent service and high quality
people. Our investment in cutting-edge
technology ensures that you receive the quickest,
most efficient and high quality service.

Our flagship product, PleaseReview, is proven to
vastly improve the staged colour team review
process for the drafting and review of proposals
prior to final submission. It is a collaborative review
and co-authoring tool for Microsoft Word and
other document types, facilitating simultaneous,
secure collaboration on the review of a document
across the organisation and externally with third
parties. In addition to its unique collaborative
review environment, it offers full management and
control over the document, comment and change
reconciliation, comprehensive reporting and is
available as a standalone solution or integrated
with leading document and content management
systems.

From small businesses to large corporations and
across all industry sectors, we are proud that
our diverse range of services are meeting your
exact needs. As well as all kinds of printing, the
Hobs services including 3D printing, scanning,
document production, tendering support,
collaboration tools, design services, hosting of
outsourced print rooms and much more!
www.HobsRepro.com
digital@hobsrepro.com

PleaseTech has satisfied customers ranging from
small consultancies to global organisations and
across multiple industry sectors. Our products
deliver tangible time savings – proven to gain an
extra month or more of employee productivity
every year. In fact, our clients report savings of
50% and more in the preparation and review of
documents using our solutions.
www.pleasetech.com
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Propeller Studios

Proposal Software

Propeller Studios specialise in providing bid
consultancy solutions and award winning software
applications to enable companies to save time,
money and improve submission quality. We will
help you win more work.

Proposal Software developed PMAPS® (Proposal
Management And Production System) to help
proposal managers, and sales and marketing
professionals streamline the process of storing,
managing, accessing and distributing content
to support the proposal management and RFP
response process.

Our bid response team are experts at winning
contracts and work with a wide range of clients
across various sectors. We achieved a 97% PQQ
success rate in 2014, and our rolling total value
of work won for our clients is over £13bn. We also
offer bid writing workshops, training, reviews and
bid design. Our specialist creative team are highly
skilled in producing tender documents, CVs and
case studies that both look good and get the
information across quickly and easily.

Our core offering, PMAPS® WebPro is used by some
of the world’s leading financial services, asset
management, healthcare, legal, manufacturing
and technology organizations. These companies
rely daily on PMAPS to improve the process of
securing new business through more intuitive
workflows, better access and management of
content, optimized compliance and improved
collaboration.

EasyPQQ is our award-winning collaboration
software solution for creating and managing all
types of Bids, Proposals and company branded
documents. It acts as a repository of company
knowledge and is a secure ISO27001 accredited,
web-based data storage solution. Import your
previously used content and then use its powerful
search tool to easily find and insert information for
use within your new documents. Create libraries
of past answers, branded CVs, case studies and
collateral with the option to auto-complete your
document. EasyPQQ clients report an average time
saving of 60% - 80% per document and bid success
rate increase of 65%.

PMAPS® WebPro is built around a proprietary
work flow designed to make the proposal and
RFP response process more efficient for everyone
involved:
•
•
•
•

www.propeller-studios.co.uk
Tel: 01462 440077
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Proposal Writers save time searching for
content and assembling documents
Subject Matter Experts spend less time creating
and updating content so they’re more available
to focus on revenue-generating activities
Compliance Personnel are fully integrated into
the workflow for content review and approvals
Marketing is better able to enforce brand
management
Sales has 24/7 access to product/service
information and marketing messaging
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Qorus Software

Qvidian

Qorus is a leading proposal management software
provider with a mission to make businesses more
productive, collaborative and profitable.
Their proposal software, Qorus Breeze Proposals,
is designed to streamline the proposal and RFP
processes through the use of simple, intuitive
tools that work in the familiar Microsoft Office
environment.

Qvidian provides cloud-based sales execution
solutions that save sales and content teams time,
while improving effectiveness and optimising
productivity. From content automation for managing
sales assets to digital playbooks that guide successful
sales behavior, Qvidian enables teams to more easily
access, assemble, deliver, measure and manage sales
content. Qvidian’s innovative software and advisory
services offer real-time insight to ensure selling
teams do what’s needed to win by driving repeatable
methodologies and making organisations more
agile. With over 1,200 global customers including
Dell, ING Bank, Mercer, & The Royal Bank of Scotland.
Qvidian is helping organisations significantly
increase their profitable revenues while reducing
their costs

No steep learning curve. No complex technology.
Just an easier way to generate superb proposals.
www.qorusdocs.com
Paul Rollason, Territory Manager – Europe
+44 7779 080853

www.qvidian.com

SharePoint
Document Automaon
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ProposalGurus.com

Salentis operates on all sides of the contracting
equation. Government agencies, NGO agencies,
and corporations engage us to undertake cohesive
and transparent tendering processes. Companies
bidding on must win contracts choose us to assist
due to our tried and tested proposal development
processes that raise the bar on the standard of
proposal development, readability, and success.

ProposalGurus.com offers an inexpensive and easy
solution for customers to reach a wide network of
proposal professionals around the world, or close
to home. Whether you seek or offer professional
proposal assistance, ProposalGurus.com has
leveraged technology to simplify the connection
of customers wanting to win business with the
right proposal experts that can make it happen.

Salentis provides a cadre of seasoned business
development and marketing professionals to
ultimately present our customers with sound
advice, solutions and strategies; produce clear,
concise and successful products; and relieve
clients of the detail-oriented, often burdensome
processes of proposal and tender development
and production. Salentis professionals include
capture and proposal managers, writers, editors,
graphic artists, production consultants, and
training managers with relevant skill sets to meet
our clients’ unique needs.

“When we created ProposalGurus.com we wanted
to provide a tool that strips away all the barriers
and makes it simple to register, simple to find the
right experts, and simple to engage and manage
them,” says Mindy Marchel, co-founder and guru.
“Highlights such as the mapping function and
advance search tools for finding experts, and the
timekeeping, expensing and invoicing system,
mean that customers are provided a one-stop
shop for engaging and managing external
proposal professionals. And ProposalGurus.com
adds a nominal, flat management fee, already
included in the rates seen on our website, making
it the least expensive way to engage experts from
a global talent pool.”

Due to exciting new developments in relationships
with key clients, Salentis is now looking for the
best UK-based independent consulting experts in
the proposal field to add to our talent pool.

Free registration at: www.ProposalGurus.com

To learn more, visit: www.Salentis.com
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Shipley Limited

Strategic Proposals

The APMP, independent studies and Shipley’s
process advocate that the best way to convince
your customer is to focus on how you:

An exceptional success rate on live deals with
our clients. Training programmes that gain
consistently outstanding feedback - and, critically,
are proven to lead to significant improvement in
bidding capability. Well over a thousand APMP
Foundation passes and counting.

• Fully understand the customer’s issues
• Clearly articulate the benefit you provide against
these issues
• Offer a clear impact or value proposition to their
business organisation
• Are different to your competitors
• Provide evidence to substantiate your offer

A benchmarking model used to assess and score
many thousands of proposals across all sectors.
Projects delivered successfully in 33 countries over
the past 14 years.

The approach endorsed by the APMP and that has
been taught to over 50,000 people worldwide, is
now available in the Executive Summary Builder
App from Shipley’s technology arm, Concurrence.
The App, when handed to whoever knows the
customer best, produces an Executive Summary
draft in 30 minutes, using a proven approach that
helps our customers win more than eight times out
of ten. It is very simple to use, holding your hand
every step of the way and signposting the areas
in which thinking carefully has a direct impact on
your prospects of winning.

Four Fellows of APMP and all of our consultants
experienced at the most senior levels - holding
Practitioner or Professional status. All working
exclusively for us, assuring you of quality
support every time. Closely tied into the world of
procurement, we understand what target clients
are really looking for. As importantly, perhaps,
we are fun to work with, as well as credible,
committed, creative, trustworthy and genuinely
passionate about proposals.
So whether you need help on your next mustwin deal; whether you’re looking to assess your
proposals and secure senior support to enhance
your capabilities; or whether you’re keen to
evangelise best practice to sales colleagues and
content contributors...we’d love to help you to win
more and to win more easily.

Visit us on stand 11 to see how you can create a
compelling, customer focused first draft Executive
Summary in minutes.
+44 (0) 1935 434333
www.shipleywins.co.uk

And we are very proud to maintain our unbroken
record of sponsoring every APMP UK conference
since year one. Do come and say Hi!
info@strategicproposals.com
www.strategicproposals.com
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Paragon Visual FX

Xait

Paragon Visual FX is a passionate and creative
agency focussed on creating compelling
stories for architecture, design and the built
environment. We are a multi-disciplined team
skilled in 3D visualisation, animation, virtual
reality, app development, graphic design and
film with offices in Liverpool & London.

Xait specialises in cloud based document solutions. Our
collaborative co-authoring solution, XaitPorter, allows
several contributors to work on the same document at the
same time.

Our focus is to become part of your design
process by integrating ourselves within your
work flow. We are at our best when working
closely with you to help communicate
your ideas, concepts and aspirations,
ensuring they are clearly understood by
their relevant target audiences through
the latest technologies. This enables you to
win competitions, generate funding, gain
planning permissions, attract future tenants
and secure high levels of exposure for your
projects.
Andrew.lavery@paragonuk.com
07760172554

With embedded management capabilities such as
workflow, built in templates, versioning, automation and
master content management, companies using XaitPorter
create proposals faster and increase their bid win rate.
XaitPorter streamlines your entire bid and proposal
process. Everyone can access and work on the same
document, at the same time. The built-in workflow lets
you assign writers, reviewers, and approvers; all with
individual deadlines. And because formatting, layout
and numbering is automatically taken care of, you have
more time to focus on getting your content right. Many
of the largest companies in the world use XaitPorter for
proposals, bids, contracts, reports, manuals, governing
documents and other types of documents. With XaitPorter
you can:
·
·
·

Focus – on the content and your clients’ needs
Collaborate – across departments and locations
Create – business critical documents up to 70% faster

Visit us at www.xait.com/apmp and see what we can do
for you.
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FLOOR PLAN

Stand positions
1 Hobs
Reprographics
2 Strategic
Proposals
3 Xait
4 Qvidian
5 Qorus Software
6 Contracts Advance
7 Salentis /
Proposalgurus.com
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8 Callprint
9 PleaseTech Ltd

Breakout networking area

10 Propeller Studios
Ltd
11 Shipley Ltd
12 Proposal Software
13 Paragon Visual FX
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AP McCoy OBE	
09:30 - 11:00
Competing for success is in the
blood of everyone involved in
the bidding industry, but nobody
could lay claim to have pursued
victory quite as relentlessly as the
world’s greatest jockey, AP ‘Tony’
McCoy OBE.
AP’s list of achievements are almost
impossible to take in. Having
ridden his first winner at the age of
17 and claimed his first Champion
Jockey title in 1995/6, he then won
19 consecutive Champion Jockey
titles thereafter - comfortably
beating the previous record of
seven consecutive titles. He has
won almost every big race there
is to win. His most high profile
winners include the prestigious
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Cheltenham Gold Cup, Champion Hurdle, Queen Mother
Champion Chase, King George VI Chase and of course the Grand
National.
Apart from being a catalogue of outstanding success, the AP story
is also about overcoming fear – the fear of failure and the fear of
danger (racing almost every day of the year, there isn’t a bone in his
body that he hasn’t broken at some point). Of learning how to get
back on the horse when you take a fall – literally in his case.
Developing a winning mentality means learning from every
setback you experience to emerge stronger the next time. Never
resting on your laurels, even when winning is comfortable.
Believing that whatever your level of attainment is today, you
can transform your performance if you are determined enough.
Learning the techniques that will help you to build up stamina,
endurance, motivation and dedication. And understanding the
importance of creating a winning team around you.
A BBC Sports Personality of the Year – the first jockey to win that
accolade - AP will explain his remarkable achievements in human
terms we can all relate to.
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15:45 - 17:00

11:30 - 12:45

Chris Blackburn:
23 ways to use social
media in bids

Steven Coles & Darrell Woodward:
how to automate proposals and
influence people

How can bid professionals use
social media to their advantage

Combining people, process and technology
to achieve the best results

Social media is part of everyday life. But
how as bid professionals can we use it to
our advantage? Covering 23 steps, the
presentation will show you how social media
can help bid teams learn more about their
clients and sectors, build a better brand
online and ultimately win more business.
Whether you’ve never had a Facebook
account or are tweeting ten times a day, this
session should give you some extra tools to
use back at the office.

As proposal professionals we all appreciate the
power of a client-centric value proposition. But
how can we propagate this best practice among
our colleagues? This session shows how the
combination of people, process and technology
can exponentially improve the quality, consistency,
speed and throughput of bids across a large global
sales team.
A bid manager and proposal automation architect
with over 16 years’ experience, Darrell helps bid
teams to qualify opportunities, develop win
strategies, create powerful persuasive messaging
and deliver high quality proposals. Steve builds
and leads award-winning teams of proposal
professionals. An APMP Practitioner and senior
proposal leader with 19 years’ experience, Steve
blends team skills with pragmatic processes
and innovative technology to help firms think
differently and improve their win rates.

Chris is an APMP Professional with over
ten years’ experience in the recruitment
and legal sectors. As head of bids at Irwin
Mitchell, a leading full service law firm, he is
responsible for managing proposals across
a range of sectors including real estate,
financial services, retail and utilities.
Chris Blackburn l Irwin Mitchell
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David Gollancz: how
the new regulations will
affect companies bidding
for public sector contracts

Lianne Gray:
bidding in the real world

The Public Contracts Regulations 2015,
which came into force on 26 February 2015,
codify the last 10 years’ European Court case
law, and introduce some important new
features. David will explore the highlights,
lowlights, clarifications and continuing
ambiguities of the new legislation, and
consider what it will mean for economic
operators.

Imagine submitting bids with plenty of
notice. Knowing what the client actually
wants and telling them how you can
improve and add value to their project.
Winning the bid on the quality of your ideas,
not just on price. Having everything written
bespoke to the project and client. Then
think of the real world. This presentation
will discuss how to overcome all the usual
problems that bid teams encounter in
practice to create a realistic bidding process
that nonetheless meets APMP standards - on
all bids, no matter how much notice you are
given.

One woman’s battle to hit the
highest standards in a challenging
environment

Specialising in all aspects of public and
private transactions, David is recognised in
Chambers UK Guide to the Bar and the Legal
500 as a leading practitioner in the field of
public procurement law. In 2014 he was
appointed to the Attorney General’s panel of
counsel accredited to represent the Crown.

Lianne is bid manager at Cubic, the transport
management systems company, following
nine years in the construction industry. She
is the APMP UK’s events co-ordinator for the
north east and is currently completing her
Practitioner certification.

David Gollancz l Keating Chambers

Lianne Gray l Cubic
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Andy Hammond:
marginal gains, big wins

Harriet Heneghan:
the psychology of selling

How small improvements in the bid process
can transform your success rate

A business psychologist’s view of
how to build relationships

Taken in aggregate, small improvements
across the board can have a decisive effect
on the result. This presentation will look at
aspects of the bidding process where this is
often possible, including: whether to bid or
not; aligning your bid to client requirements;
answering compliance questions effectively;
responding to complex questions, using a
skeleton and collaborative technique; the
importance of good case studies and CVs;
and using infographics.

Every pitching situation is unique. Having a
better understanding of people’s individual
styles of spoken communication will help
you adapt your own style - and thus
strengthen your rapport with decision
makers. In this presentation you will learn
quick tools to enable you to identify what
other people’s styles are – and have an
opportunity to try these out. You will also
learn the best way to communicate with
these different styles.

Andy owns Propeller Studios, which
specialises in on-line document
management software and bid consultancy.
He was the youngest ever main board
director of Midas Construction Group,
increasing UK sales in his area of the business
fivefold in nine years. His experience includes
advising the Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister in the late 90s on collaborative
working contracts.

Harriet is a Director of Black Isle Group, where
she specialises in improving communication
skills and in showing how to increase trust
and buy-in. Harriet helps clients to achieve
their goals through a mix of psychological
theory and practical learning tools. She has
an MSc in Organisational Psychology and is
qualified and experienced in a number of
personality assessments.
Harriet Heneghan l Black Isle Group

Andy Hammond l Propeller Studios Ltd
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Fela Hughes: thank you for
your input – honestly!

Alex King: competitive
intelligence – signals and noise

Getting good bid content from people
who don’t understand bidding

Analysing the external environment to
improve your bid

Bids require input from a variety of people
across the organisation - any of them might
be able to add the extra something that
could make a difference to the result. But
getting the right input can be so difficult
that you may feel it’s not worth the effort.
Learn simple, practical techniques that will
enable you to extract what you need from
content providers – within deadlines and in a
way that’s easy for them and for you.

Multiple surveys have shown bid teams
feel under-served by their competitive
intelligence (CI) sources. They know they
should emphasise unique selling points, but
this requires knowledge of their competitors.
Many bid teams operate without any real CI;
others have very high-level information they
struggle to convert into something they can
use in practice. In this session, participants
will learn scientific techniques to analyse CI
- and how to distinguish between valuable
information and noise.

Fela Hughes is the owner of Quadrigal, a
consultancy that helps companies improve
their bid processes. He spent 20 years
implementing process Improvement in a
range of industries, and has led key strategic
initiatives that have delivered multi-million
pound savings, dramatically improved sales
– and actually made the people affected
happier.

Over the last five years Alex King has worked
with bid teams on £3.5bn worth of bid
opportunities. His primary role is to advise
bidders where to price their bids relative
to customer expectations, quality of the
offering and where the competition is likely
to be. A particular area of focus has been to
make better use of feedback and CI.

Fela Hughes l Quadrigal
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Rita Mascia: becoming
an APMP Practitioner
in seven days

Peter McPartland:
challenge, energise
and inspire

Tools and tips to get you through the
35 questions you need to answer

How a law firm is maximising the
impact of its bids

This presentation provides a seven-day plan
for completing your PPAQ and achieving
Practitioner Certification. If you worry that
it is going take forever to demonstrate
competences in 35 different areas, this
presentation will demystify the process and
show you how to get to the next level. As
well as hearing tips passed down by Certified
Practitioners, you will learn about the range
of support available from the APMP.

How do you get stakeholders to make an
effective contribution to bids when the
field is outside their comfort zone? This
presentation will discuss how solicitors in
a top-40 law firm have been challenged,
energised and inspired to make high impact
bids. Using practical illustrations, it will show
how innovative thinking can help to focus
minds, promote collaboration and stimulate
creativity. The principles involved are
transferable to any sector.

Rita Mascia (CP APMP, Certification Director
to APMP UK) is a business development
professional with 15 years’ experience in
winning contracts for UK organisations.
Since 2012 she has been providing bid
consultancy services through her company,
Apostrofly Ltd. She is also a volunteer
mentor in trust fundraising for the Small
Charities Coalition, which supports not-forprofit organisations in the UK.

The first law firm employee to achieve the
APMP Certified Professional qualification,
Peter is also a winner of an APMP UK award
for Innovation. He joined Weightmans LLP
as tendering manager in 2007 following 15
years in the IT industry. He has a Masters
degree in marketing and has held chartered
marketer status with the Chartered Institute
of Marketing for over a decade.

Rita Mascia l Apostrofly Ltd

Peter McPartland l Weightmans LLP
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17:15 - 17:30

Amanda Nuttall
Amanda Nuttall will be presenting
an update on the bid and proposal
apprenticeship. Hear about the work
that is currently in progress to attract
and develop the next generation of bid
and proposal professionals to join our
industry.

Apprenticeships

Get every member of your bid team producing more
consistent documentation....faster
Our enhanced templates create a working environment within Word which promotes consistency and
adherence to corporate style, regardless of the authors experience with using Word. This allows writers to
focus on their content rather than spending time on formatting issues.

13th ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2015
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A customised ribbon provides easy access to all of the styles that authors should be using for a bid, along with
commonly used standard controls and bespoke controls that are designed to make the documentation process
more efficient. Templates are also locked down, preventing users from using the wrong styles or making up
their own. We can also disable any Word functionality that you would prefer your authors stayed away from.
All of these customisations are on a template-by-template basis, leaving Word installations unaffected.

Benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy access to the styles you want authors to use - no access to others
Tables re-formatted at the click of a button
Insertion and re-formatting of charts to your style New
Insert landscape pages with one click
Pre-defined structures such as Case Studies and Staff Profiles
Enhanced templates are also available for PowerPoint and Excel
Less style corruption and ability to reset documents to template styles
Automated or controlled population of content

Read more and try out our demonstration template at:
www.checkpoint-online.co.uk/macro-enhanced-templates
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Mark Relf:
visioneering to win

Paul Willmott: bidding - meat
in the project sandwich

Using graphics to visualise
proposal strategies and solutions

Is bidding a project in its own right, or
just a stage in a pre- existing project?

The challenge that faces many bid managers
is to ensure the strategy and vision for
the bid is fully understood both by the
proposal team and wider organisation. This
presentation will convey the power of using
graphics to visualise strategies and proposal
solutions. Attenders will be introduced
to a unique method to enhance team
participation and buy-in to the proposal
solution.

Using maturity models to assess project
capability is an established method
in creating and measuring business
improvement. What is different about
bidding? Can it be treated as a project in
its own right, or is it really just a stage of
an existing project? This presentation will
enable participants to understand maturity
models and the function they perform. It
will provide different perspectives on the
bidding lifecycle.

Mark has over 20 years’ experience in the
defence sector, principally as a systems
engineer with a military background.
Mark has applied his unique systemised
visualisation techniques over a period
of 10 years in a variety of contexts, from
business winning to programme execution,
and worked on export bids with values
up to £2.5bn. He recently moved into the
consulting sector where he established the
Practical Visioneering brand.

Paul is a director of Outperform (part of
Baker Tilly Consulting) and leads its bid
practice in the UK. He is also a lead assessor
for P3M3, a best practice maturity model for
projects, programmes and portfolios. He has
extensive experience in delivering change
management initiatives for clients in the
energy, rail and utility sectors.
Paul Willmott l Outperform

Mark Relf l Practical Visioneering Ltd
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SELL.
NEGOTIATE.
COMMUNICATE.
HUTHWAITE.
.........................................
The formula for sustainable
business improvement.
Globally.
.........................................

www.huthwaite.co.uk

connectAPMP
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CONNECT

WITH APMP UK
Share your news and experiences on
Twitter #APMPUK
Connect with us and peers on Linked in
APMP UK
Find out more about APMP UK,
including monthly events via the website
www.apmpuk.co.uk
Receive the latest
news and events information
with the APMP UK app
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09:15 - 10:00

Richard is an inspirational voice and
communication trainer with a unique
approach to enabling people to
Everyone recognises the
importance of communication; communicate more effectively. Richard
draws on his background as a trained
when it is working, we pay it
actor to show what it takes to stand out
little attention. When things
and shine when delivering your message
begin to break down, however,
it is a different story. From slight in the pubic spotlight.
misunderstandings to lines
In the workshop following Richard’s
being drawn in the sand, bad
keynote address, participants will have
communication muddies the
waters and can severely damage the opportunity to explore the skills
and approaches that will help them
relationships. This engaging
to maintain effective professional
session will help you develop
communication, particularly when the
the skills to nourish excellent
heat is on.
communication.
exposed the truth about the
relationship between Tony Blair
and Gordon Brown.
Jim started out on his local newspaper
in Aberdeen. He moved to The
Scotsman, then grabbed the chance
of a fellowship at The Washington Post
before returning to Britain to become
Chief Political Correspondent at The
Guardian.
15:45 - 17:15

James (Jim) Naughtie
James (Jim) Naughtie is an
established Today presenter
and host of Radio 4’s
Book Club. He also serves
as Chancellor of Stirling
University and chaired the
jury for the Man Booker
Prize. His own publications
include The Rivals, which
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He also made numerous
documentaries, including
investigations into UN peacekeeping
operations and what was then
considered a crisis of leadership in
America.
Jim has chaired many high level
gatherings, including sessions of the
World Economic Forum at Davos. He
regularly moderates debates, facilitates
panel discussions, hosts awards and

45

delivers speeches to senior business
audiences.
A journalist has to sift through vast
quantities of data, to prepare a
professional story, that is emotional,
based on fact, and delivered to very
tight deadlines. If you let the story be
too emotional and obscure the facts,
you lose credibility. If you stick to the
facts, you lose the emotional feel.
Arguably, a journalist is a bid writer,
by another name. A bid writer should
understand the customer’s emotional
needs and ought to be able to present
the facts as a cohesive argument as to
why their company should be chosen
to deliver.
As a highly experienced broadcast
journalist, Jim will offer us parallels
between his and our professions.
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11:45 - 13:00

10:00 - 11:15

Tony Birch: sharpening
your bid strategy

Greg Bowie: transferring your
bidding skills to a new sector

Practical tools and techniques that will
help you develop winning strategies

How bid professionals can demonstrate
they add value

Tony will share his extensive experience of
what makes for a good bid, both in terms
of presentation and content. He will cover
techniques which enable the bid team to
analyse its competitive position, and how
to use this analysis to develop winning
strategies – in both formal and informal
proposals, including Q&A formats such
as RFIs. Drawing on practical examples,
Tony will show how you can incorporate
these strategies into your own proposal
documents.

What are your key skills, and are they
transferable? How do you identify a skills
gap? How does a bid professional contribute
and demonstrate value? This workshop
will help to answer these questions by
crystallising the attributes of a successful bid
manager and team. These include having
the ability to create a shared goal while
managing a range of internal stakeholder
interests; and creating a winning mentality.
Greg is a bids manager at Brodies, one of
Scotland’s largest law firms. His involvement
in tenders began 11 years ago in the
construction industry, where he played a
key role in securing £70m of new business.
Following his move into bidding within the
professional services sector, he has been
responsible for doubling the win rate and
instilling a winning mentality in fee-earners.

Tony is the founder and Managing Director
of Shipley Limited. Tony served on the main
board of the APMP for four years and was
elected a Fellow of the organisation in 2006.
Since founding Shipley, Tony has helped
clients around the globe to win key contracts
and has trained thousands of sales and bid
professionals.

Greg Bowie l Brodies LLP

Tony Birch l Shipley Limited
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Vaughan Bruton: building the
bid function from nothing

Chris Colquitt: making
messages stick

The challenges and rewards of creating
a bid function which has generated 30%
growth year on year

The fundamentals of great design
and how they can be applied to
proposals

This session provides a case study in setting up
and building a bid function. Once established,
demand for the function grew across the
business, resulting in significant investment.
Having achieved global coverage, the next
stage in its evolution was to develop innovative
bid practices and output which went beyond
its original remit. The approach taken at this
recruitment outsourcing company has helped
it to become one of the fastest growing in its
sector in the world.

Strong design should come before pen
touches paper: an idea developed into a
story to aid the readers’ memory. Yet all too
often design is applied last, papering over
the cracks of weak content. In this session,
attenders will learn five steps to creating
simple, memorable pieces of design. And
how design can be used to create simple,
memorable and effective proposal tools.
The RfP team leader at Thomson Reuters,
Chris Colquitt specialises in document
design and written content, working with
production and layout to make material
more memorable. He was formerly with
Strategic Proposals.

A bid management professional with over
10 years’ experience, Vaughan has delivered
strategic bid guidance and expertise
across the professional services, high street
and recruitment outsourcing sectors.
He has supported the development and
implementation of new bidding processes,
enabling bid teams to deliver quality design
and innovative content.

Chris Colquitt l Thomson Reuters

Vaughan Bruton l Resource Solutions
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10:00 - 11:15
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Richard Fallon

Bill Foster: conquering
the 100% bid

During this lively, hands-on, fun-filled workshop
attendees will more deeply explore the vital skills and
approaches to enable them to maintain effective
professional communication, particularly when the
heat is on. During the session participants will:
• Learn to negate the power of the negative self
critic in our heads
• Have practice of accessing a powerful resource
state to calm and centre them in challenging
communication scenarios
• Have the opportunity to positively influence those
whose communication style is markedly different
from their own

Why top scoring bids in 2015
demand a new approach
We set out, long before dawn, for the thin air
and less-travelled terrain of the kingdom of the
highest scores. In the main we are confident.
We are, after all, seasoned, successful bidders.
But our veteran guide, 58-year-old Bill Foster,
suggests we carry four items beyond the APMP
mountaineering handbook: specification fit;
added value; innovation; and content-packing.
He’ll explain why top scoring bids in 2015
require us to do things differently from how
we’ve done them in the past.

Richard is a dynamic, creative, and highly
inspirational voice and communication skills trainer
and coach who utilises a unique skills set and
approach to enable clients to communicate more
effectively in their professional lives, winning them
greater recognition, success and increased income.

Bill has led Foster Brandt for 16 years, working
with bidding organisations of all kinds on
strategy, content & process and providing
tailored training courses. Bill’s 2014 APMP UK
conference session, 30 change areas in UK
Bidding since the Crash, was fully subscribed
and well received. He also co-authored the
2013-14 UK National Occupational Standards in
Bidding and Tendering.

Richard’s work has won plaudits from a range of
highly satisfied clients within the private and public
sectors, both nationally and internationally. The key
to his success is his extraordinary ability to connect
with the people in the room, delivering captivating,
insightful trainings and coaching sessions that
respond precisely to their needs.

Bill Foster l Foster Brandt Ltd

Richard Fallon l Communicate Now
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Andy Haigh & Peter Lobl: finessing
the new procurement rules

Jon Williams
Ten steps to proposal excellence

Using the new EU procurement directives to
give your organisation an edge

What differentiates the most successful
proposal functions - those who create true
competitive advantage in the sales process?
Building on work and research with many
of the world’s leading organisations, APMP
UK’s founding CEO Jon Williams shares
a challenging, provocative yet practical
agenda to help you to assess and enhance
your organisation’s proposal capabilities.

The new public sector procurement rules
having been in place for some months.
How can bid teams turn them to their own
advantage? This presentation will cover
changes brought in by the new legislation,
recent seminal case law - and some tricks to
give you a competitive advantage.

Jon Williams is Managing Director of
Strategic Proposals, leading an awardwinning team of proposal professionals
who help sales teams worldwide to win
business. A Fellow of APMP, he was the first
chief executive of APMP UK, and is one of the
Association’s most popular and acclaimed
presenters.

Andy Haigh and Peter Lobl of Sixfold
International specialise in helping the private
sector to win public sector contracts. An
APMP Professional, Andy has developed a
range of unique tools to improve selling into
this market. He is author of Winning Public
Sector Sales, published by the Guardian.
Peter, an APMP Practitioner, works with
both blue chip companies and public
sector organisations to improve bidding
effectiveness. They have also worked with
contracting authorities to improve their
approach to procurement.
Andy Haigh & Peter Lobl l
Sixfold International
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Sarah Hinchliffe:
zethos, pathos, logos

Greg Morgan: submissions,
presentations and the iPad

Write more compelling proposals
by using Aristotle’s three
persuasive appeals

Knowing when and how to use the
iPad in your bids

Aristotle created his seminal work, On
Rhetoric, over 2,300 years ago. It included
his theory of the three persuasive appeals:
ethos (credibility), pathos (emotion) and
logos (logic). Today this work is still regarded
as a bible for public speakers, but the three
appeals can be applied to any form of
communication – including proposals. This
interactive session will consider each of the
three appeals and how we can bring them to
life on the page.

Tablets’ flexible format enables you to present
content in new ways. Learn how they can fit
into traditional presentation formats, and the
best way to deploy them. The presentation
will include: identifying when print may
not be the best option; key factors in using
tablets effectively; tablets as an electronic
document; tablets to enhance the impact and
quality of a presentation; tablets as a strategic
part of a larger submission; anti-bribery and
impropriety issues.

Sarah Hinchliffe has over 30 years’ selling
experience, from field sales through to
director level. A freelance bid professional
and certified Shipley trainer, Sarah is
passionate about building compelling
proposals that captivate their readers. She is
an APMP Professional, achieved through her
on-going series of articles in the Institute of
Sales and Marketing Management magazine
Winning Edge.

Greg heads up Hobs Reprographics’ Creative
Studio and has 18 years’ experience in print
and digital design, working in areas such as
branding, mobile and web communications,
packaging and exhibitions. Over the last eight
years he has focused on tenders, reports
and other information-rich documents
for the finance, property, engineering and
construction sectors.
Greg Morgan l Hobs Reprographics Plc

Sarah Hinchliffe l
i4 Consultancy and Design Ltd/Shipley
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Baskar Sundaram: build a £1bn
public sector revenue pipeline
in 28 days

Mark Whelan & Karen Althen:
OMG proposals – “Totes
Amazeballs”

A five-step framework to identify, qualify,
bid and win public sector bids

How social media is affecting the use of
English - and what it means for bid writers

This presentation will cover the principles involved
in building pipelines for UK public sector contracts,
including developing strategies for different segments
of the market and applying simple techniques to
improve the pipeline process. With reference to
practical case studies, Baskar will highlight a range of
methods for increasing the success rate.

There can be little doubt that the digital age
has changed the way people communicate.
This session will discuss the effect that social
media is having on the way that bids are
written, received and assessed, and whether
it is a positive or negative influence on our
work. For everyone involved in the bid cycle,
the age, culture and media literacy of the
buyer is a factor of increasing importance.

Baskar is the founder of Baachu Works, a consulting
firm specialising in market segments including justice,
health, local and central government. He advises
on issues including commercial strategy, market
intelligence, pipeline due diligence, cost optimisation
and bid & solution management.

Phoenix’s Mark Whelan and Karen Althen
have respectively 20 and ten years’
experience in proposal production and
management. An APMP Professional,
Mark has contributed to IT best practice
publications including the BSI committee on
service management standards. Karen is an
expert in public sector frameworks.

Formerly he was Business Development &
Commercial Head at Serco, managing a 30-strong
bid function and a £5bn pipeline. He is a Chartered
Manager with degrees and professional qualifications
in engineering, accounting, finance, law and project
management.

Mark Whelan & Karen Althen l Phoenix

Baskar Sundaram l Baachu Works Limited
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This year we are recognising individuals and
organisations who are setting the highest
standard in our community. As the prestige
of these awards, judged by peers, becomes
more widely recognised the standard of entry
continues to rise. The level of entries this year
has again been impressive, with the difference
between the winner and the runners up
getting closer and closer.

The winners have been selected and their
names are hidden in the golden envelopes,
ready to be revealed at the Black Tie Awards
Dinner on the 21st October.
Below are the shortlisted
nominees for 2015.

APMP UK
AWARDS
BEST NEWCOMER

INNOVATION

To recognise a new recruit to the profession
within the past 18 months who has made a
significant contribution or impact to their
organisation. (Individual)

To recognise a new way of making a positive
impact to successful bid and proposal
management. (Individual, organisation or
proposal centre)

AWARD

AWARD

• Amey Work Winning Services

• Rachel Munro
(Hymans Robertson LLP)
• Anit Patel (Ricoh Bid Team)

• Verizon Strategic Services
Proposal Management Group

• Dianne Sullivan
(Vodafone Group Enterprise)

• Sarah Green
(Vodafone Group Enterprise)

Sponsored by
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Every year APMP UK recognises those
organisations, teams and individuals that
have excelled over the last twelve months.

Theawards
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PEOPLE
DEVELOPMENT

WRITING
AWARD

AWARD

To recognise excellent use of the English
language – clarity, brevity and impact.
(Individual)

To recognise an organisation that has
furthered the capability and/or impact of
their bid teams to the success of the business.
(Organisation)

• Chris Burnett (John Sisk & Son)
• Sue Curtis-Davison
(Vodafone Group Enterprise)

• Hymans Robertson LLP
• Ricoh Bid Team

• Susan Hanning
(Strategic Proposals)

• Vodafone Group Enterprise Bid
Training Academy

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

SharePoint
Document Automaon
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THE FIONA FLOWER
KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT

BID AND PROPOSAL
MANAGEMENT
EXCELLENCE

To recognise the implementation of knowledge
management that has resulted in more efficient
and effective proposal submissions. Fiona Flower
was a staunch supporter of the APMP UK until
her untimely death in 2012. With the support of
her family, we have instigated this award in her
memory and to recognise her own pioneering
work in the field of knowledge management.
(Individual, team or organisation)

To recognise outstanding achievement(s).
(Individual or team)

AWARD

AWARD

• Derek Byrne (Vodafone Group
Enterprise)
• Mairi Morrison (Canon Europe)
• Verizon Strategic Services
Proposal Management Group

• Arqiva Bid Management Team
• O2 Content Team
• Verizon Strategic Services
Proposal Management Group

Sponsored by

Sponsored by
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ABOUT
APMP

The Association of Bid and Proposal
Management Professionals (APMP) is a not for
profit organisation dedicated to defining and
promoting best practice in bids and proposals
and supporting the professional community
involved in the field. As a group of like-minded
practitioners, we share our knowledge,
methods and experience to enable members
to maximise their effectiveness when bidding
for business contracts.

This includes:
• directors and business managers responsible
for recruiting bid specialists and developing
the bid function within their organisations
• proposal managers who want to apply the
latest methods, tools and techniques to their
own bids
• business development and marketing
professionals involved in preparing proposals
• consultancies involved in developing
proposals, training and coaching bid teams
and advising on all aspects of procurement
• vendors providing specialist solutions and
support to bid teams.

With over a thousand members, the UK is one
of the leading members of APMP’s network. This
comprises a worldwide community of over 6,300
professionals across 26 Chapters, run from
our US head office. APMP UK is run by volunteers
drawn from the profession.

The APMP offers its members a variety of ways to
build their careers within the industry – through
our internationally recognised certification
programme; through learning and skills
development; and by networking with peers and
prospective employers.

We offer a welcoming and inclusive environment
in which to build your skills, exchange ideas,
contribute to debate and learn from others –
whether you are a novice or a seasoned proposal
professional. Through monthly and annual events,
access to a wealth of information and analysis,
and contact with specialists involved in all
aspects of bidding, the APMP offers something to
everyone in the industry.
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Proposal experts are
just a click away.

• search & mapping
features
• management
tools
• guru review &
ratings system

proposal coordinator writer designer
manager
• timekeeping &
expenses
• budget tools
• project reports

The right

proposal experts,
when & where
you need them.

JOIN OUR LARGE & GROWING TALENT POOL
REGISTER FOR FREE!

PROPOSALGURUS.COM

Your Association needs you!
The APMP UK is run by a small group of volunteers and as
the organisation continues to grow, we need further help in
supporting the membership.
If you could find some time to assist our team please visit our
stand or speak to a Committee Member.
Contact: organiser@apmpuk.co.uk

Proposal Gurus

APMPmembership
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APMP

MEMBERSHIP
APMP is the worldwide authority for professionals dedicated to the process of winning
business through proposals, bids, tenders, and presentations. Membership is open to
proposal, bid, capture, business development, sales, marketing and graphics professionals,
including full and part time employees, contractors and consultants.

Membership benefits

Further your education with our flagship publications
that keep you up-to-date with the latest industry
news while our LinkedIn groups provide an ideal
forum for sharing tips, techniques and insights.

Certification recognised and respected by
employers
Join the APMP’s international certification
programme which is unique to the industry and
provides public recognition of bid specialists’
competencies at every stage of their careers, from
foundation level to professional. APMP certification
is increasingly a requirement among employers
recruiting bid resources.

Meet your peers, colleagues and future
employers
Develop your contacts and career through the APMP.
The two-day annual skills summit and monthly
evening events throughout the country provide an
opportunity not only to learn from others, but also
to build relationships with potential collaborators,
employers or clients.

Deepen your knowledge of all aspects of
proposals
Access the new APMP Body of Knowledge (BoK)
which represents the collected wisdom of the
world’s leading professionals in proposal, bid,
and opportunity management and business
development. The BoK was authored and reviewed
by more than 80 industry experts using 70 researchbased publications.

Become a member
Not a member yet, but ready to join? Go to www.
apmp.org > Membership > Become a Member.
Affiliate to the UK Chapter to ensure you receive UK
information. The annual individual membership fee
is US$150 pa.
Corporate membership offers additional benefits
For organisations, corporate membership is a cost
effective way to strengthen the quality of the bid
function and increase the motivation and retention
of key people. Discounted rates are available through
a number of packages.

Attend our comprehensive programme of event
throughout the UK which allows members to stay
abreast of best practice, identify emerging trends
and learn from the bid world’s most experienced
practitioners. Hundreds of archived presentations
and articles can be viewed on our websites.
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Martin Kaye - Membership Director
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APMP

CERTIFICATION

APMP offers the world’s only industry recognised Certification Programme for professionals
working in a bid and proposal environment. APMP certification is the global standard for
developing and demonstrating proposal management competency.

Achieving APMP Certification:
• Demonstrates your personal commitment to your
career and profession
• Improves your business development capabilities
• Creates a focus on best practices for your team
• Gains you the respect and credibility of your peers,
clients and organisation’s leaders
• Reinforces bid/proposal management as an
important role within your organisation

• Stand Out From the Crowd: The certification
process is rigorous, only a selected number of
individuals have achieved an APMP Certification
• Gain Professional Respect and Credibility: APMP
certified proposal managers have equal standing
with other professionals with certified professionals
in other fields
• Organisations can directly benefit from their
employees being certified by APMP and there are
documents to support your business case on our
website under Certification at www.apmp.org.

The benefits for individuals and organisations of our
professional Certification programme are:
• Career Progress: Individuals will become more
valuable to employers

For more information contact:
Rita Mascia
Certification Director
certification@apmpuk.co.uk

What level of APMP Certification could you achieve?
Junior level proposal professionals,
1–3 years’ experience

Foundation Certification
You have demonstrated an extensive
knowledge and understanding of
best practices.
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Proposal professionals,
3 or more years’ experience

Proposal professionals,
7 or more years’ experience

Practitioner Certification
Professional Certification
You have demonstrated a mastery of
You have made a significant
how to apply best practices and lead contribution to your organization
others in their use.
and/or the profession. In addition
you have proven leadership and
communications skills.
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APPRENTICESHIPS
The history of apprenticeships in the UK goes
back to the Middle Ages. One of the first
documents attempting to set out the terms
and conditions for training was an Elizabethan
Statute in 1563. By the late nineteenth century,
the scope of apprenticeships had spread
from traditional trades such as construction
and printing to encompass emerging sectors
such as engineering and shipbuilding.
Apprenticeships today provide more choice for
young people in a professional capacity as well
as sitting across the manual trades and more
young people are taking the apprenticeship
route.

the role of a bid and proposal co-ordinator. The
Trailblazer group consists of 10 APMP members
representing employers across a range of sectors.

In the last parliament more than 2.3 million
apprenticeships were delivered in the UK and the
government is committed to delivering 3 million
more apprenticeships by 2020.

For more information contact
apprentice@apmpuk.co.uk

This is excellent news and will help us in our mission
to encourage new talent to join our profession.
Having been given approval to proceed work is now
underway to develop the standards and submit
them to the Department for Business, Innovation
and Skills (BIS) before the end of this year. There are
then two more approval gateways to get through,
including a consultation phase, before the bid and
proposal apprenticeship is formally in place.

Demand for apprenticeships
within our profession

On 22 July 2015 the Skills Minister, Nick Boles
MP, announced that the government has
approved 26 new Trailblazer groups to develop
new apprenticeship standards. One of those
groups, led by Amanda Nuttall, APMPUK Director
of Apprenticeships, has received approval to
commence the design of an apprenticeship for
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399 people managers (83%) said they
would consider hiring apprentices in the
future
Source: Salary Survey 2015, Bid Solutions
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DOWNLOAD THE
FREE APMP UK APP
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Keep informed on APMP UK news, monthly
events and the annual conference on your
iOS or Android mobile device.
The APMP UK app contains:
· APMP UK updates and alerts
· Schedule of APMP UK chapter events
· Updates and changes at the Annual
APMP UK Conference
· Full conference schedule
· Keynote and speaker presentation
overviews
· Venue information and floor plans
· Exhibitor directory
· APMP UK Awards
· APMP Training Schedule
The app can be downloaded from either
the Apple or Android App stores. Search
keyword: APMPUK, or scan this QR code.
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APMP UK
EVENTS

Our free events and workshops provide the
opportunity for members to meet and compare
notes with peers in the bidding industry, while
broadening their knowledge and skills though
the expertise of high quality speakers.

Whether you are new to the bidding industry or
experienced, our events inform and entertain. We
consistently receive positive feedback on the quality
of speakers and the practical relevance of the subjects.
The increasing number of events that book out fully
weeks in advance is testament to this.

An increase in our members offering venues,
recommending quality speakers and hosting events
has meant 2015 has seen a marked increase in the
number we’ve been able to hold. This has only been
possible with your input and help.

All events are organised by volunteers from within
the APMP UK membership. We rely on our members
to propose topics, recommend speakers and provide
venues. If you are be able to host an event at your
offices or would otherwise like to get involved, please
let us know. Helping out scores you CEUs (continuing
education units).

APMP UK Events
2013

2014

2015 to date

Regional Events

9

5

12

Southern Events

5

11

13

If you would like to hold events in your region and are
willing to put in a small amount of time, please contact
us. We do most of the work, but it is necessary to have a
point of liaison at local level.

Topics in the last year have included:
• Creating and Demonstrating Value - Developing expertise
using skills analysis - Edinburgh
• How can we Leverage Intelligence & Counter-Intelligence
Practices in winning large deals?” - Milton Keynes
• Information Design: a key material within bids Translating
your bid concepts and how ‘information design’ thinking
can help a reader understand you. - London
• Recent Changes to Public Contract Procurement Rules Manchester
• Narrowing the gap between the bid environment and
procurement - York
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If you are not an APMP member but would like to
receive details of scheduled events, please sign up
to the APMP UK Newsletter on the main website or
download the APMP UK app.
Scheduled events and past event reviews can be
seen at www.apmpuk.co.uk
For more information contact:
events@apmpuk.co.uk
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Proposal
experts

Benchmarking

independent assessment of proposal quality

Training and coaching

developing and enhancing proposal skills

Proposal management

expert support on specific opportunities

Capability improvement
implementing winning
processes and tools

Proposal Essentials

the must-read book for all salespeople
and proposal contributors
- FREE for all conference delegates

Contact us today to see how we can help
Email: info@strategicproposals.com
www.strategicproposals.com

Follow us on

Printed by Ricoh

Ideas that
drive change

By sponsoring APMP UK, Ricoh promotes best practice of bids,
proposals and business acquisition.
For more information on Ricoh service offerings or a career within our successful Bid Team,
please contact: Laurence Greenhow on laurence.greenhow@ricoh.co.uk
This page is interactive - download the app and access new material. Search Ricoh Clickable Paper on iTunes and Play store.
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